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SHAKESPEARE Rethought  
in the Juvenile Collection 

 

 

 

General 

 

Armand, Glenda   Ira's Shakespeare dream  Juv.927.92 .A365a 
(A picture book  biography chronicling the life of Ira Aldridge, an African American 

actor who is considered to be one of the greatest Shakespearean actors of the nineteenth 

century. Includes afterword and author's sources") 

Freeman, Don    Will’s Quill    Juv. F855w 
(Picture book story in which a goose named Willoughby visits London, meets a friendly 

actor-playwright named Shakespeare, and helps make literary history.) 

 

Packer, Tina    Tales from Shakespeare               Juv. 822.33 .P1196 2004 
     (Prose retellings of ten familiar Shakespeare plays,  

each illustrated by a well-known artist or artists.) 

 

Rogers, Gregory   The boy, the bear, the baron,  Juv. R7262b 

the bard 

(Comic romp through Shakespeare's London featuring an intrepid 

little boy, a friendly bear, and--in the role of dastardly villain--the 

Bard himself. This inventive visual feast tells the story about a 

curious boy, a magic cloak, a grumpy Bard, a captive bear, and a 

baron bound for the chopping block .Wordless picture book) 

 

     Kick in the head    Juv. 811.008 .K46 
     (examines many forms of poetry including the Shakespearean sonnet.) 

      

     Revenge and forgiveness: an anthology of poems 
(includes Shakespeare’s A curse on mine-owners -- Sonnet XC /-- 

From Henry V, act IV, scene 1 / and Sonnet XXXV .) 

 

 Once Upon a time:    Juv.823.08.D225o 

The Fairy tale world of Arthur Rackham 
(Includes three tales from Shakespeare by Charles and Mary 

Lamb- Taming of the Shrew, Midsummer Night’s Dream and 

Romeo and Juliet.) 

 

Ross, Val You can’t read this:    Juv. 028.9 .R826r 

Forbidden books, lost writing, mistranslations and 

codes 
 (Contains a chapter: the Dreadful Mr. Shakespeare, pp.73-80 that 

describes the Lamb’s version of his tales and the Bowdlerized 

versions of his works.) 

 

     Shakespeare Book   Juv.822.33.S527b 

(Comprehensive guide to the plays, along with his major poems 

and best-loved sonnets. Also includes an at-a-glance guide to 
story chronology. character guides, infographics, explanations of 
plots and an introduction to Shakespeare's life and times.) 
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Schmidt, Gary D.   Wednesday Wars   Juv. S349w 
(An inventive seventh-grader, forced to read Shakespeare, uses 

Shakespearean curses as a way to dress down bullies.) 

 

 

Hamlet 

Appignanesi, Richard   Hamlet     Juv.822.33.A647h 
(A manga graphic novel approach. part of the Manga Shakespeare 

series.) 

 

Burdett, Lois    Hamlet for kids   Juv.B951H 
(7th book in the Shakespeare Can Be Fun! 

 series intended for children as young as 7: 

 "Hamlet for Kids" retells the classic tale in rhyming couplets) 

 

Coville, Bruce    William Shakespeare's Hamlet Juv. C873wh 
     (Illustrated prose retelling.) 

 

Klein, Lisa M    Ophelia: a novel   Juv.K642o 
(In a story based on Shakespeare's Hamlet, Ophelia tells of her life in 

the court at Elsinore, her love for Prince Hamlet, and her escape 

from the violence in Denmark.) 

 

Shakespeare, William   William Shakespeare's   Juv. 822.33 .L139h 

The tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark 
(Graphic Novel. See also CMC PR2807 .A252 2006, the Teachers’ 

Resource Books) 

 

Shakespeare, William   Hamlet     Juv.822.33.S52hs 
     (Spanish translation) 

 

 

Julius Caesar 

 Appignanesi, Richard   Julius Caesar    Juv. 822.33 .A647j 
(A manga graphic novel approach, part of the Manga Shakespeare series.) 

 

Shakespeare, William   William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar Juv. 822.33 .P1335j 
(graphic novel. See also CMC PR2808 .P34 2006, the teachers’ manual) 

 

 

 

Love’s Labor’s Lost 

Shakespeare, William   Winter song: a poem   Juv. 822.33 .S527w  
(Picture book adaptation of one of the two poems that conclude Love’s Labor’s Lost.) 

 

Macbeth 

Appignanesi, Richard   Macbeth    Juv. 822.33.A647m 

& Deas, Robert. (A manga graphic novel approach. Part of the Manga Shakespeare series.) 
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Cooney, Caroline B.   Enter three witches   Juv. C7755e 

: a story of Macbeth 
(Lady Mary's life is forever changed when her father, Lord Cawdor, 

betrays the Scottish king and is hanged as a traitor. Now a ward of 

Lord and Lady Macbeth, she's trapped in a castle with a power-

hungry couple who will do anything to get what they want in this  

retelling of Shakespeare's tragedy.) 

 

The Dark Horse book of witchcraft:  Juv. A436d 

eight weird mysteries  

of powerful women and supernatural skill, … 
(Includes a reimagining of The Three Witches in Macbeth.  

Caution: contains mature material.) 

 

Hinds, Gareth    Macbeth    Juv.822.33.H662m 

 

Macbeth : the book, CD-ROM  Juv. 822.335 .S527m 

and website that work together 

      

     William Shakespeare's Macbeth Juv.822.33 .P1335m 
(graphic novel. See also CMC PR2823 .P34 2005, the teachers’ 

manual) 

 

 

Midsummer Night’s Dream 

Gorman, Carol   Midsummer Night’s Dork  Juv.G6713m 
(The book parallels Shakespeare's Midsummer  Nights Dream as 

the students study the play and put on an Elizabethan Festival. The 

story features mixed up loves, manipulative people, and even cross-

dressing. As any good story, the characters grow and learn about 

themselves and relationships with others.) 

 

Olster, Fredi    Midsummer night's dream:   Juv. 822.33 .O528m 1996 

a workbook for students 
(guide to reading, understanding, and performing Shakespeare's A midsummer 

night's dream .) 

 

McDonald, John F.   Midsummer Night’s Dream:  Juv.822.33.M135m 

The Graphic Novel 
(original text in a graphic novel version.) 

 

William Shakespeare's A  Juv. 822.33.P1335mi 

 Midsummer  night's dream 
(graphic novel. See also CMC PR2827 .P34 2005, the teachers’ 

manual)) 

 

 

Rogers, Gregory   Midsummer Knight   Juv.R7262m 
(Wordless graphic novel. A bear is rescued by a fairy in an 

enchanted wood and agrees to return the favor by leading the battle 

against a usurper who has imprisoned the king and queen, along with 

their loyal subjects, in the dungeon of their castle. Sequel to The boy, 

the bear, the baron, the bard.) 
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Romeo and Juliet 

Appignanesi, Richard.   Romeo and Juliet   Juv. 822.33 .A647r 
(A manga graphic novel approach. Part of the Manga Shakespeare 

series.) 

 

Draper, Sharon M.   Romiette and Julio   Juv.D765r 
(Like Shakespeare's famous star-crossed lovers, Romiette Cappelle 

and Julio Montague face strong opposition to their budding romance. 

In their case, a dangerous gang's disapproval of their interracial 

relationship puts the two in mortal peril.) 

 

Fiedler, Lisa    Romeo’s Ex: Rosalind’s story Juv.F4524r 
(Where Romeo's words had been hollow and unfounded, Benvolio's 

are filled with sincerity and true love. Now Rosaline finds herself 

caught between her feelings, her ambition, and her family's long-

standing feud with the Montagues. When Romeo turns his affections 

toward Ros's cousin, Juliet, their relationship brings the feud of the 

two houses to a new level.)  

 

Harper, Suzanne Juliet Club    Juv.H2955j  

(When high school junior Kate wins an essay contest that sends her 

to Verona, Italy, to study Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" over the 

summer, she meets both American and Italian students and learns not 

just about Shakespeare, but also about star-crossed lovers--and 

herself.) 

 

Laden, Nina    Romeow & Drooliet   Juv. L 155r 
(A picture book version innwhich Romeow (get it?) is a cat and Droolietis a 

beautiful dog, with a surprise happy ending!) 

 

Olster, Fredi    Romeo and Juliet:   Juv. 822.33.O528r 1996 

 a workbook for students 

(This Shakespearean tragedy is presented in a 4-column format that gives the 

original text, stage directions, scene descriptions, & a reworking into modern 

English.) 

 

Rosen, Michael   Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet Juv.822.33 .R814sr 
     (Illustrated prose retelling.) 

 

     William Shakespeare's   Juv. 822.33 .P1335r 

Romeo and Juliet 
( graphic novel See also CMC PR2831 .P34 2005 for the teachers’ manual.) 

 

Othello 

Lester, Julius Othello : a novel   Juv. L642ot 
 (A prose retelling of Shakespeare's play in which a jealous general is 

duped into thinking that his wife has been unfaithful, with tragic 

consequences.  ) 

 

Twelfth Night 

Coville, Bruce    William Shakespeare's Twelfth night Juv.C873wt 
     (Illustrated prose retelling includes quotes from the original) 

  

William Shakespeare's Twelfth night Juv. 822.33 .P1335t 
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 (graphic novel. See also CMC PR2837 .P34 2005 for the teachers’ manual.) 

 

 

William Shakespeare 

Chrisp, Peter Shakespeare    Juv. 822.33 .C932s 

 (Guide to the daily life, heady successes, and remarkable works of a talented 

playwright.) 

 

Ganeri, Anita    Young person's guide to  Juv. 822.33 .G196y 

 Shakespeare: with performances 

 on CD by the Royal Shakespeare Company 
(Provides information about William Shakespeare's family life and  

work as a playwright and actor, summaries of his works, and details 

 and challenges of staging Shakespearean productions. Includes a CD  

with performances from selected Shakespearean plays and sonnets 

 by Britain's Royal Shakespeare Company.) 

 

Rosen, Michael Shakespeare : his work   Juv. 822.33 .R814S 

and his world  
(This sweeping account is a biography, a history, and a retelling of 

some of Shakespeare's most famous plays--all in one approachable 

volume.) 

 

 

Novels 

Meyer, Carolyn Loving Will Shakespeare  Juv. M612L 

 (In Stratford-upon-Avon in the sixteenth century, Anne Hathaway 

suffers her stepmother's cruelty and yearns for love and escape, 

finally finding it in the arms of a boy she has grown up with, William 

Shakespeare.) 

 

Ortiz, Michael J Swan Town: the secret   Juv.O777s 

journal of Susanna Shakespeare  
 (Swan Town" offers an unconventional glimpse into the life of the 

famed Bard's family in Elizabethan England, as seen through the 

eyes of Shakespeare's spirited daughter.) 

 

Rogers, Gregory   The boy, the bear, the baron, the bard    Juv. R7262b 
(This wordless picture book adds a new twist to the Shakespeare 

canon. When a boy's wayward soccer ball lands inside a theater and 

suddenly transports its owner through time to the Globe, the 

Elizabethan era comes to life.) 
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Teacher Resources 
 

 

General 

CMC LB1631.I34 1984 v.12 Ideas Plus (Hamlet pp.26-27) 

CMC LB1631.I34 1984 v.16 Ideas Plus (Hamlet Caesar pp.31-42) 

CMC LB1631.I34 1984 v.17 Ideas Plus (Julius Caesar pp.26-28) 

CMC LB1631 .L413 2007  Lesson plans for teaching writing  

CMC LB1631.S62 1988 Casebook for English Teachers: Dilemmas and 

Decisions 

 (Cases 3 Macbeth, 6 Julius Caesar.) 

CMC PR2848.W35 2016 The Wit and Wisdom of Shakespeare: 32 Sonnets 

made thoroughly accessible 

 CMC PR2877 .K76 2003                  Weekly reader's Read magazine presents simply 

                           Shakespeare: readers theatre for young people 

CMC PR2987 .D34 2012                 Reading Shakespeare film first 

CMC PR2987 .D35 2009   Reading Shakespeare with young adults 

CMC PR2987 .R9 1992 Shakespeare among schoolchildren: approaches for 

the secondary classroom 

CMC PR2987 .S485 1995                  Shakespeare set free: teaching Twelfth night, 

Othello 

CMC PR2987 .T37 1993 Teaching Shakespeare today: practical approaches 

and productive strategies 

CMC PR2987 .R6 1989 Unlocking Shakespeare's language: help for the 

teacher and student 

CMC PR3072 .G53 1998 Discovering Shakespeare's language: 150 

stimulating activity sheets for student work 

 

Hamlet 

CMC PR2807 .G76 2006  Hamlet 

CMC PR2807 .A252 2006 William Shakespeare's the tragedy of Hamlet, 

Prince of Denmark: teacher's resource book 

 

Julius Caesar 

CMC PR2808 .G76 2006  Julius Caesar 

CMC PR2808 .P34 2006  Julius Caesar teacher's manual 

 

Macbeth 

CMC PR2823 .G76 2006  Macbeth 

CMC PR2823 .P34 2005 William Shakespeare's Macbeth 

Text 822.33 .T6G The student's Macbeth; parallel text-and-

explanation edition of Shakespeare's "Tragedy of 

Macbeth 
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 (older edition) 

 

 

 

Midsummer Night’s Dream 

CMC PR2827 .P34 2005 William Shakespeare's A midsummer night's dream: 

teacher's resource book 

 

 

Othello 

CMC PR2987 .S485 1995                  Shakespeare set free: teaching Twelfth night, 

Othello 

 

 

 

Romeo and Juliet 

CMC PR2831 .G76 2006    Romeo and Juliet 

CMC PR2831 .P34 2005  William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet 

 

Twelfth Night 

CMC PR2837 .P34 2005  William Shakespeare's Twelfth night 

CMC PR2987 .S485 1995                  Shakespeare set free: teaching Twelfth night, 

Othello 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WEBSITES 

 

 

 

13
th

 Night: Pop Culture Classroom 

http://popcultureclassroom.org/13thNight 

(Downloadable graphic novella and teacher guide) 

 

Shakespeare for Kids  http://www.folger.edu/shakespeare-kids 

 

Shakespeare’s Globe 

 http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/education/teachers/teaching-resources 

 

Shakespeare: Subject to Change   

Cable in the Classroom: 

 A Broadband Learning Experience 

http://popcultureclassroom.org/13thNight
http://www.folger.edu/shakespeare-kids
http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/education/teachers/teaching-resources
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 from Cable in the Classroom  

http://www.cableplays.org/shakespeare/ 

  

http://www.cableplays.org/shakespeare/

